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DC COMICS

NEW TEEN TITANS
Teen Titans

WE ARE STRONGEST AS A TEAM (Invulnerability)

Changeling New Teen Titans can use Shape Change.

attached, New Teen Titans can’t be the target of Mind Control or
Penetrating/Psychic Blast.

WE ARE UNTOUCHABLE (Super Senses)

Cyborg New Teen Titans can’t be the target of opposing
character’s Probability Control.

TOGETHER AGAIN! (Charge)

BACK TO BACK (Toughness)

they do, modify their speed value by +2.

WE KNOW YOU, VILLAINS (Plasticity)

Training Every Weekend at Titans Tower

Raven When New Teen Titans are not adjacent to an opposing
character, they can use Regeneration.

Not Sidekicks Anymore At the beginning of your turn,

Robin New Teen Titans can use Outwit and only adjacent
characters can target them with Outwit.

Titans, Together Forever When all team members are

Kid Flash New Teen Titans can use Hypersonic Speed and when

New Teen Titans can use Toughness and Combat Reflexes.

WHERE TO FIND YOU (Running Shot)

choose one: Outwit, Perplex, or Probability Control. New Teen Titans
can use that power this turn.

Starfire New Teen Titans can use Defend and the Flight ability.
HOW TO KNOCK YOU DOWN (Quake)

ALL TOGETHER NOW! (Close Combat Expert)
Wonder Girl New Teen Titans can use Super Strength and the

Flight ability.

HOW TO KEEP YOU THERE (Penetrating/Psychic Blast)

We Go Where We’re Needed Give New Teen Titans a
power action and place them adjacent to the highest point opposing
character, then make a close combat attack as a free action.

POINT VALUE: 465/365/265
TM & © DC Comics.
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T001

Team Dials

PRACTICED MANEUVERS

Characters with the
symbol are teams. A team base has locations on it
where figures from corresponding SwitchClix bases can be placed. Each such
character is called a team member.

This character can use
different elevations.

FORCE CONSTRUCTION

Give this character a power action, remove any team member from the team
and insert it into its SwitchClix base. The character is placed adjacent to the
team on its SwitchClix base turned to the first click with a click number color
that matches the team’s current click number color. If removing the team
member from the team would mean that the total point value of removed team
members exceeds the point value of the team, then the team member can’t be
removed. When a removed character has multiple starting lines, its point value
and starting line are considered to be the first starting line other than an orange
starting line preceding the click it is on when placed on the map.

When you add a team to your force, you must pay the cost of the team. For each
team member that begins the game attached to the team, increase the point
value of the team by 5 points. A team must have a minimum of 3 characters
(15 points) attached at any given time unless a game effect says otherwise.
Each team member attached to the team must have an asset ability listed on
its character card whose icon matches the icon of the asset ability listed on the
team’s character card. Team members begin the game attached to the team
while their SwitchClix bases may be included in your sideline. Teams and team
members can’t be assigned resources, can’t roll to pick up a relic, and can’t
become a pilot of a vehicle unless a game effect specifies otherwise.
symbol also grants the following combat abilities. None of these
The
abilities can be countered. If this character uses Earthbound/Neutralized, it can
still use these abilities:

WORKING TOGETHER

Give this character a power action and it may be given one action as a free
action for every 100 points or fraction thereof of its point value. These free
actions may be used for any action, but you may only give the character up to
1 move action, up to 1 power action, up to 1 close combat action, and up to 1
ranged combat action. Any number of these free actions may be used to make
either a close or ranged combat attack.

. This character may occupy squares of

SOLO ADVENTURE

A TEAM REUNITED

Give this character a power action when it is adjacent to a character that was a
team member earlier this game. Remove the character from its SwitchClix base,
place it on the team and remove the SwitchClix base from the map.

THE ASSET DIAL

A team has a second dial called an Asset Dial. This may be a second dial on the
team’s figure base or an accompanying dial. The Asset Dial begins the game on
the green starting line. The opening will show: (a) asset icons matching to the
combat symbol or
team members that make up the team, (b) the
(c) special powers.
When asset icons appear, the team can use the asset abilities referenced by
each of those icons so long as the corresponding team member is attached to
icon appears, you may choose any team member
the team. When the
attached to the team and use the asset ability granted by that character’s icon.
Asset abilities can be countered as if they were a combat ability.
At the end of your turn, you may roll a d6 and turn the asset dial that many
icon is showing at the end of your turn, this roll
times to the left. If the
is required.

TEAM COORDINATION

When counting characters for a themed team do not count the team as a
character, instead each team member counts as a character. At the beginning
of the game when a team is part of a themed team, choose: Themed Team
Probability Control can be used normally or it can’t be used and the team can
use Probability Control.
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DC COMICS

JUSTICE LEAGUE
Justice League

WITH ALL OF OUR STRENGTH (Super Strength)

Aquaman Justice League ignores Shape Change and their attacks
can’t be evaded.

Truth and Justice Opposing characters within 4 squares
can’t have their combat values modified if the modified result would
be higher than the original.

Batman Opposing characters within 5 squares of Justice League
can’t use Perplex.

ability or keyword possessed by a character on the opposing team.
Opposing characters with that team ability or keyword can’t use
Stealth.

AND ALL OF OUR MIGHT (Impervious)

Cyborg Justice League can use the Sharpshooter ability and
modifies their range value by +2.

We Depend on Each Other Justice League can use

FROM THE ENDS OF THE EARTH (Running Shot)

Defend, Super Senses, and Toughness.

The Flash Opposing characters using Hypersonic Speed modify
their attack and damage values by -1.

WE STAND, RESILIENT (Invulnerability)

Green Lantern Justice League can use Barrier and Telekinesis.

The Founding Members When all team members are

attached, Justice League’s powers and abilities can’t be countered.

Watchtower At the beginning of the game, choose a team

WHEREVER WE HAVE TO GO (Phasing/Teleport)

THE GREATEST MINDS (Outwit)
WE STAND FOR JUSTICE (Charge)
HIDDEN BEHIND MASKS (Shape Change)
PROTECTORS OF THIS WORLD (Hypersonic Speed)
WE WILL PROTECT HUMANITY (Perplex)

Superman Damage dealt to Justice League is reduced by 1 in
addition to any other effects.

Wonder Woman Justice League can use Energy Shield/
Deflection.

Saving the World Justice League can use Colossal Stamina.

POINT VALUE: 565/365/265
TM & © DC Comics.
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T002

Team Dials

PRACTICED MANEUVERS

Characters with the
symbol are teams. A team base has locations on it
where figures from corresponding SwitchClix bases can be placed. Each such
character is called a team member.

This character can use
different elevations.

FORCE CONSTRUCTION

Give this character a power action, remove any team member from the team
and insert it into its SwitchClix base. The character is placed adjacent to the
team on its SwitchClix base turned to the first click with a click number color
that matches the team’s current click number color. If removing the team
member from the team would mean that the total point value of removed team
members exceeds the point value of the team, then the team member can’t be
removed. When a removed character has multiple starting lines, its point value
and starting line are considered to be the first starting line other than an orange
starting line preceding the click it is on when placed on the map.

When you add a team to your force, you must pay the cost of the team. For each
team member that begins the game attached to the team, increase the point
value of the team by 5 points. A team must have a minimum of 3 characters
(15 points) attached at any given time unless a game effect says otherwise.
Each team member attached to the team must have an asset ability listed on
its character card whose icon matches the icon of the asset ability listed on the
team’s character card. Team members begin the game attached to the team
while their SwitchClix bases may be included in your sideline. Teams and team
members can’t be assigned resources, can’t roll to pick up a relic, and can’t
become a pilot of a vehicle unless a game effect specifies otherwise.
symbol also grants the following combat abilities. None of these
The
abilities can be countered. If this character uses Earthbound/Neutralized, it can
still use these abilities:

WORKING TOGETHER

Give this character a power action and it may be given one action as a free
action for every 100 points or fraction thereof of its point value. These free
actions may be used for any action, but you may only give the character up to
1 move action, up to 1 power action, up to 1 close combat action, and up to 1
ranged combat action. Any number of these free actions may be used to make
either a close or ranged combat attack.

. This character may occupy squares of

SOLO ADVENTURE

A TEAM REUNITED

Give this character a power action when it is adjacent to a character that was a
team member earlier this game. Remove the character from its SwitchClix base,
place it on the team and remove the SwitchClix base from the map.

THE ASSET DIAL

A team has a second dial called an Asset Dial. This may be a second dial on the
team’s figure base or an accompanying dial. The Asset Dial begins the game on
the green starting line. The opening will show: (a) asset icons matching to the
combat symbol or
team members that make up the team, (b) the
(c) special powers.
When asset icons appear, the team can use the asset abilities referenced by
each of those icons so long as the corresponding team member is attached to
icon appears, you may choose any team member
the team. When the
attached to the team and use the asset ability granted by that character’s icon.
Asset abilities can be countered as if they were a combat ability.
At the end of your turn, you may roll a d6 and turn the asset dial that many
icon is showing at the end of your turn, this roll
times to the left. If the
is required.

TEAM COORDINATION

When counting characters for a themed team do not count the team as a
character, instead each team member counts as a character. At the beginning
of the game when a team is part of a themed team, choose: Themed Team
Probability Control can be used normally or it can’t be used and the team can
use Probability Control.
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TITANS:
VILLAINS FOR HIRE
Villains for Hire

...AND EXPLODE (Energy Explosion)

SHOOT FROM ALL ANGLES (Ranged Combat Expert)

TRAINED FOR BATTLE (Combat Reflexes)

PUMMEL INTO SUBMISSION (Close Combat Expert)

CAN’T PIN DOWN... (Super Senses)

CRIPPLE THE TARGET (Exploit Weakness)

...OR TARGET (Energy Shield/Deflection)

Cheshire Titans: Villains for Hire can use Poison. When they do,
damage dealt to The Mark is penetrating damage.

KEVLAR (Toughness)

Cinder Titans: Villains for Hire can use Phasing/Teleport. Lines
of fire drawn by Titans: Villains for Hire to The Mark ignore blocking
terrain.

ENHANCED ARMOR (Invulnerability)

Deathstroke Titans: Villains for Hire can use Outwit. When
Titans: Villains for Hire attack The Mark, modify their attack and
damage values by +1.

The Contract Titans: Villains for Hire can use the Sharpshooter

ability. At the beginning of the game choose an opposing character;
that character is The Mark. If The Mark is KO’d by an attack made by
a character with the Villains for Hire keyword victory points awarded
for that character are doubled.

Striking from the Shadows Titans: Villains for Hire can

use Running Shot and Stealth.

ATTACK FROM ALL SIDES (Flurry)
IN THE SHADOWS (Stealth)
SHOOT... (Penetrating/Psychic Blast)
Always Return for the Kill Titans: Villains for Hire can

use Toughness and Regeneration.

AND STAB... (Blades/Claws/Fangs)
CHANGING ALLEGIANCES (Perplex)
POINT VALUE: 475/325/175
TM & © DC Comics.
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Osiris Titans: Villains for Hire can use Charge. After Titans: Villains
for Hire resolve a move action, if they are adjacent to The Mark, you
may give them a close combat action as a free action.

Tattooed Man Titans: Villains for Hire can use Shape Change.

When Titans: Villains for Hire are attacked by The Mark, they succeed
for Shape Change on a result of
- .
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Team Dials

PRACTICED MANEUVERS

Characters with the
symbol are teams. A team base has locations on it
where figures from corresponding SwitchClix bases can be placed. Each such
character is called a team member.

This character can use
different elevations.

FORCE CONSTRUCTION

Give this character a power action, remove any team member from the team
and insert it into its SwitchClix base. The character is placed adjacent to the
team on its SwitchClix base turned to the first click with a click number color
that matches the team’s current click number color. If removing the team
member from the team would mean that the total point value of removed team
members exceeds the point value of the team, then the team member can’t be
removed. When a removed character has multiple starting lines, its point value
and starting line are considered to be the first starting line other than an orange
starting line preceding the click it is on when placed on the map.

When you add a team to your force, you must pay the cost of the team. For each
team member that begins the game attached to the team, increase the point
value of the team by 5 points. A team must have a minimum of 3 characters
(15 points) attached at any given time unless a game effect says otherwise.
Each team member attached to the team must have an asset ability listed on
its character card whose icon matches the icon of the asset ability listed on the
team’s character card. Team members begin the game attached to the team
while their SwitchClix bases may be included in your sideline. Teams and team
members can’t be assigned resources, can’t roll to pick up a relic, and can’t
become a pilot of a vehicle unless a game effect specifies otherwise.
symbol also grants the following combat abilities. None of these
The
abilities can be countered. If this character uses Earthbound/Neutralized, it can
still use these abilities:

WORKING TOGETHER

Give this character a power action and it may be given one action as a free
action for every 100 points or fraction thereof of its point value. These free
actions may be used for any action, but you may only give the character up to
1 move action, up to 1 power action, up to 1 close combat action, and up to 1
ranged combat action. Any number of these free actions may be used to make
either a close or ranged combat attack.

. This character may occupy squares of

SOLO ADVENTURE

A TEAM REUNITED

Give this character a power action when it is adjacent to a character that was a
team member earlier this game. Remove the character from its SwitchClix base,
place it on the team and remove the SwitchClix base from the map.

THE ASSET DIAL

A team has a second dial called an Asset Dial. This may be a second dial on the
team’s figure base or an accompanying dial. The Asset Dial begins the game on
the green starting line. The opening will show: (a) asset icons matching to the
combat symbol or
team members that make up the team, (b) the
(c) special powers.
When asset icons appear, the team can use the asset abilities referenced by
each of those icons so long as the corresponding team member is attached to
icon appears, you may choose any team member
the team. When the
attached to the team and use the asset ability granted by that character’s icon.
Asset abilities can be countered as if they were a combat ability.
At the end of your turn, you may roll a d6 and turn the asset dial that many
icon is showing at the end of your turn, this roll
times to the left. If the
is required.

TEAM COORDINATION

When counting characters for a themed team do not count the team as a
character, instead each team member counts as a character. At the beginning
of the game when a team is part of a themed team, choose: Themed Team
Probability Control can be used normally or it can’t be used and the team can
use Probability Control.

© 2013 WIZKIDS/NECA, LLC.
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DC COMICS

GEN13
Gen13

TAKE THE FIGHT TO THEM (Incapacitate)

Burnout Gen13 can use Pulse Wave.

FIGHT FOR FREEDOM (Charge)

MORE THAN YOUR AVERAGE TEEN (Invulnerability)

Fairchild Gen13 can use Super Strength.

RUN AWAY FROM IO (Leap/Climb)

STILL IN THE FIGHT (Toughness)

Freefall Gen13 can use Force Blast and Telekinsis.

WATCH EACH OTHER’S BACK (Super Senses)

KEEP UP THE ATTACK (Running Shot)

SHOOTING UP THE PLACE (Ranged Combat Expert)

KEEP ON MOVING (Phasing/Teleport)

Grunge Gen13 can use the Move and Attack ability.
Sarah Rainmaker Gen13 can use Energy Explosion
with

UNPREDICTABLE TEENS (Probability Control)

KNOCK DOWN THE ENEMY (Quake)

We’re the Next Generation Gen13 can use Perplex

twice per turn. When they do, they may only target themselves
once per turn.

Learning to Fight Back If Gen13 was attacked last turn,

DESTROYING THE FACILITY (Close Combat Expert)

their damage value is locked this turn and any damage dealt by them
is penetrating damage.

SMARTER THAN WE LOOK (Outwit)
POINT VALUE: 275/175/75
TM & © DC Comics.
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T004

Team Dials

PRACTICED MANEUVERS

Characters with the
symbol are teams. A team base has locations on it
where figures from corresponding SwitchClix bases can be placed. Each such
character is called a team member.

This character can use
different elevations.

FORCE CONSTRUCTION

Give this character a power action, remove any team member from the team
and insert it into its SwitchClix base. The character is placed adjacent to the
team on its SwitchClix base turned to the first click with a click number color
that matches the team’s current click number color. If removing the team
member from the team would mean that the total point value of removed team
members exceeds the point value of the team, then the team member can’t be
removed. When a removed character has multiple starting lines, its point value
and starting line are considered to be the first starting line other than an orange
starting line preceding the click it is on when placed on the map.

When you add a team to your force, you must pay the cost of the team. For each
team member that begins the game attached to the team, increase the point
value of the team by 5 points. A team must have a minimum of 3 characters
(15 points) attached at any given time unless a game effect says otherwise.
Each team member attached to the team must have an asset ability listed on
its character card whose icon matches the icon of the asset ability listed on the
team’s character card. Team members begin the game attached to the team
while their SwitchClix bases may be included in your sideline. Teams and team
members can’t be assigned resources, can’t roll to pick up a relic, and can’t
become a pilot of a vehicle unless a game effect specifies otherwise.
symbol also grants the following combat abilities. None of these
The
abilities can be countered. If this character uses Earthbound/Neutralized, it can
still use these abilities:

WORKING TOGETHER

Give this character a power action and it may be given one action as a free
action for every 100 points or fraction thereof of its point value. These free
actions may be used for any action, but you may only give the character up to
1 move action, up to 1 power action, up to 1 close combat action, and up to 1
ranged combat action. Any number of these free actions may be used to make
either a close or ranged combat attack.

. This character may occupy squares of

SOLO ADVENTURE

A TEAM REUNITED

Give this character a power action when it is adjacent to a character that was a
team member earlier this game. Remove the character from its SwitchClix base,
place it on the team and remove the SwitchClix base from the map.

THE ASSET DIAL

A team has a second dial called an Asset Dial. This may be a second dial on the
team’s figure base or an accompanying dial. The Asset Dial begins the game on
the green starting line. The opening will show: (a) asset icons matching to the
combat symbol or
team members that make up the team, (b) the
(c) special powers.
When asset icons appear, the team can use the asset abilities referenced by
each of those icons so long as the corresponding team member is attached to
icon appears, you may choose any team member
the team. When the
attached to the team and use the asset ability granted by that character’s icon.
Asset abilities can be countered as if they were a combat ability.
At the end of your turn, you may roll a d6 and turn the asset dial that many
icon is showing at the end of your turn, this roll
times to the left. If the
is required.

TEAM COORDINATION

When counting characters for a themed team do not count the team as a
character, instead each team member counts as a character. At the beginning
of the game when a team is part of a themed team, choose: Themed Team
Probability Control can be used normally or it can’t be used and the team can
use Probability Control.
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DC COMICS

TEEN TITANS
Teen Titans

Full Roster When all characters are attached to Teen Titans,
Teen Titans can use Colossal Stamina.

ALWAYS WEAR THE MASK (Shape Change)

Aqualad Teen Titans can’t have their combat values modified by
opposing characters.

…AND THINK IT THROUGH (Outwit)

Kid Flash Teen Titans can use Hypersonic Speed and when they
do, modify their speed value by +2.

RUSHING TO THE WEEKENDS (Running Shot)

Robin Teen Titans can use Outwit and only adjacent characters can

EAGER TO BE KIDS (Charge)

Wonder Girl Teen Titans can use the Flight ability and ignore

We Created a Family Teen Titans can use Energy Shield/
Deflection, Super Senses, and Toughness.

Titans Together! At the beginning of your turn, roll a d6. On

target them with Outwit.

Shape Change.

a result of

BUT ALSO HEROES (Invulnerability)

LESSONS LEARNED (Toughness)
POINT VALUE: 380/280/180
TM & © DC Comics.
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, remove an action token from Teen Titans.

T005

Team Dials

PRACTICED MANEUVERS

Characters with the
symbol are teams. A team base has locations on it
where figures from corresponding SwitchClix bases can be placed. Each such
character is called a team member.

This character can use
different elevations.

FORCE CONSTRUCTION

Give this character a power action, remove any team member from the team
and insert it into its SwitchClix base. The character is placed adjacent to the
team on its SwitchClix base turned to the first click with a click number color
that matches the team’s current click number color. If removing the team
member from the team would mean that the total point value of removed team
members exceeds the point value of the team, then the team member can’t be
removed. When a removed character has multiple starting lines, its point value
and starting line are considered to be the first starting line other than an orange
starting line preceding the click it is on when placed on the map.

When you add a team to your force, you must pay the cost of the team. For each
team member that begins the game attached to the team, increase the point
value of the team by 5 points. A team must have a minimum of 3 characters
(15 points) attached at any given time unless a game effect says otherwise.
Each team member attached to the team must have an asset ability listed on
its character card whose icon matches the icon of the asset ability listed on the
team’s character card. Team members begin the game attached to the team
while their SwitchClix bases may be included in your sideline. Teams and team
members can’t be assigned resources, can’t roll to pick up a relic, and can’t
become a pilot of a vehicle unless a game effect specifies otherwise.
symbol also grants the following combat abilities. None of these
The
abilities can be countered. If this character uses Earthbound/Neutralized, it can
still use these abilities:

WORKING TOGETHER

Give this character a power action and it may be given one action as a free
action for every 100 points or fraction thereof of its point value. These free
actions may be used for any action, but you may only give the character up to
1 move action, up to 1 power action, up to 1 close combat action, and up to 1
ranged combat action. Any number of these free actions may be used to make
either a close or ranged combat attack.

. This character may occupy squares of

SOLO ADVENTURE

A TEAM REUNITED

Give this character a power action when it is adjacent to a character that was a
team member earlier this game. Remove the character from its SwitchClix base,
place it on the team and remove the SwitchClix base from the map.

THE ASSET DIAL

A team has a second dial called an Asset Dial. This may be a second dial on the
team’s figure base or an accompanying dial. The Asset Dial begins the game on
the green starting line. The opening will show: (a) asset icons matching to the
combat symbol or
team members that make up the team, (b) the
(c) special powers.
When asset icons appear, the team can use the asset abilities referenced by
each of those icons so long as the corresponding team member is attached to
icon appears, you may choose any team member
the team. When the
attached to the team and use the asset ability granted by that character’s icon.
Asset abilities can be countered as if they were a combat ability.
At the end of your turn, you may roll a d6 and turn the asset dial that many
icon is showing at the end of your turn, this roll
times to the left. If the
is required.

TEAM COORDINATION

When counting characters for a themed team do not count the team as a
character, instead each team member counts as a character. At the beginning
of the game when a team is part of a themed team, choose: Themed Team
Probability Control can be used normally or it can’t be used and the team can
use Probability Control.

© 2013 WIZKIDS/NECA, LLC.
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DC COMICS

OUTLAWS
Outlaws

MAKE YOU SUFFER FOR YOUR EVILS

Arsenal Outlaws can use Energy Explosion, Energy Shield/

HARD TO TAKE DOWN (Invulnerability)

Red Hood Outlaws can use Combat Reflexes, Leap/Climb, and

STILL STANDING (Toughness)

Starfire Outlaws can use Poison and Toughness. Outlaws have

(Blades/Claws/Fangs)

We Get Along Fine On Our Own Outlaws may have as
few as 2 team members attached. Outlaws can use the Sharpshooter
ability.
All Together Now! At the beginning of your turn, choose

Combat Reflexes or Super Senses. Outlaws can use the chosen power
until your next turn when all members of this team dial are attached.

HARD TO HIT (Energy Shield/Deflection)

ALWAYS SHOOTING (Running Shot)

BRINGING THE FIGHT TO YOU (Charge)
MAKE YOU PAY FOR WHAT YOU HAVE DONE

LOOSE CANNONS (Perplex)

Deflection and Incapacitate.

Stealth.

.

Shoot First, Ask Questions Later If Outlaws
are given the first non-free action of the turn, damage dealt is
penetrating damage for that action. Outlaws can use Outwit but only
as the last action of the turn.

COMBINED FIRE (Enhancement)

(Penetrating/Psychic Blast)

KEEP SHOOTING (Ranged Combat Expert)
IF ALL ELSE FAILS, BLOW IT UP (Pulse Wave)
ENRAGED BY OUR PASTS (Battle Fury)
POINT VALUE: 385/285/185
TM & © DC Comics.
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T006

Team Dials

PRACTICED MANEUVERS

Characters with the
symbol are teams. A team base has locations on it
where figures from corresponding SwitchClix bases can be placed. Each such
character is called a team member.

This character can use
different elevations.

FORCE CONSTRUCTION

Give this character a power action, remove any team member from the team
and insert it into its SwitchClix base. The character is placed adjacent to the
team on its SwitchClix base turned to the first click with a click number color
that matches the team’s current click number color. If removing the team
member from the team would mean that the total point value of removed team
members exceeds the point value of the team, then the team member can’t be
removed. When a removed character has multiple starting lines, its point value
and starting line are considered to be the first starting line other than an orange
starting line preceding the click it is on when placed on the map.

When you add a team to your force, you must pay the cost of the team. For each
team member that begins the game attached to the team, increase the point
value of the team by 5 points. A team must have a minimum of 3 characters
(15 points) attached at any given time unless a game effect says otherwise.
Each team member attached to the team must have an asset ability listed on
its character card whose icon matches the icon of the asset ability listed on the
team’s character card. Team members begin the game attached to the team
while their SwitchClix bases may be included in your sideline. Teams and team
members can’t be assigned resources, can’t roll to pick up a relic, and can’t
become a pilot of a vehicle unless a game effect specifies otherwise.
symbol also grants the following combat abilities. None of these
The
abilities can be countered. If this character uses Earthbound/Neutralized, it can
still use these abilities:

WORKING TOGETHER

Give this character a power action and it may be given one action as a free
action for every 100 points or fraction thereof of its point value. These free
actions may be used for any action, but you may only give the character up to
1 move action, up to 1 power action, up to 1 close combat action, and up to 1
ranged combat action. Any number of these free actions may be used to make
either a close or ranged combat attack.

. This character may occupy squares of

SOLO ADVENTURE

A TEAM REUNITED

Give this character a power action when it is adjacent to a character that was a
team member earlier this game. Remove the character from its SwitchClix base,
place it on the team and remove the SwitchClix base from the map.

THE ASSET DIAL

A team has a second dial called an Asset Dial. This may be a second dial on the
team’s figure base or an accompanying dial. The Asset Dial begins the game on
the green starting line. The opening will show: (a) asset icons matching to the
combat symbol or
team members that make up the team, (b) the
(c) special powers.
When asset icons appear, the team can use the asset abilities referenced by
each of those icons so long as the corresponding team member is attached to
icon appears, you may choose any team member
the team. When the
attached to the team and use the asset ability granted by that character’s icon.
Asset abilities can be countered as if they were a combat ability.
At the end of your turn, you may roll a d6 and turn the asset dial that many
icon is showing at the end of your turn, this roll
times to the left. If the
is required.

TEAM COORDINATION

When counting characters for a themed team do not count the team as a
character, instead each team member counts as a character. At the beginning
of the game when a team is part of a themed team, choose: Themed Team
Probability Control can be used normally or it can’t be used and the team can
use Probability Control.
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